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for saving, this tax removes £x at the moment and, there-
after, removes also some parts of the fruits yielded by it.1
How large this secondary taxation will be depends on the
subsequent conduct of the saver; i.e. on whether he with-
draws his savings with a view to spending them soon or late
or never; and also, if he withdraws them, on the current
rate of interest. If the saver's investment is a permanent
one, so that the principal is never withdrawn, the secondary
taxation amounts every year to T^ths of the fruit of the
£(100-#) that are actually turned into the investment. The
primary and secondary taxation together are thus equivalent
to a tax now of x plus the present value of a perpetual annuity
of Yjr^(100 -x)i,   where i is the rate of interest at which
the investment is made;   i.e., in all, to  \x +Tn7i(100 -
f       x }
that is, to x\ 2 ~t/wv r-   Thus the effective rate on saved income
is practically double the rate on spent income when the tax
is small, and substantially more than equal to, though less
than double, that rate when it is large. For example, a general
rate of 10s. in the £ implies a tax, not of 10s., but of 15s. in
the £ on saved income. If the principal is presently with-
drawn for spending, the primary and secondary taxation to-
gether work out as equivalent to a single tax now smaller
than the above.2 The general formula, with withdrawal of
principal after n years and rate of interest i per cent, is
x-
years at a 5 per cent rate of interest, this works out at rather
more than I%x when x is small.
1	Cannan objected to this way of stating the matter on the ground that
" we save and spend out of what the government leaves us after we have
paid over our income tax " (Economic Journal, 1921, p. 213), so that to
speak of £100 as being put away for saving and, thereafter, as being taxed
is illegitimate.   If, however, we put the issue in Cannan's way, the result is
still the same.   For then the saved part of income (income being interpreted
as what is left over after taxation) is taxed on its fruits and the spent part is
not taxed at all.
2	The contention that, since, if the principal is presently withdrawn for
spending and taxed then, the situation will be the same as if it were taxed
now, is, of course, a gross fallacy.

